
 

 

 
 

GRAND TEST 2021 
Class: XII Commerce          Max. Marks: 75 
Paper: Commercial Geography         Time: 2 Hours 

Time Allowed: 45 Minutes   SECTION "A" (M.C.Qs) Max.     Marks: 38 

 

Q1. Select the most appropriate answer for each from the given options: 

i.  Flora, Fauna, Water, Soil & Climate are studied under ____________________ geography 

*Physical  *Human  *Both of these  *None of these 

ii.  _____________ area of the Earth is occupied by land 

*25%   *26%   *29%   *30% 

iii.  Equator divides the Earth equally in _______________ Hemisphere 

*Two   *Three   *Four   *None of these 

iv.  The percentage of Salt Water is ____________ % 

*97%   *99%   *95%   *94% 

v.  EIA has ____________ main functions  

*Three   *Four   *Six   *Two 

vi.  Total Births – Total Deaths + or – Net Migration = _____________________ Equation 

*Demographic  *Geographic  *Physical  *None of these 

vii.  Professionals get ____________ as their reward of their professional services 

*Salary  *Fees   *Profit    *Interests  

viii. __________________ Activities are also known as initial activities 

*Secondary  *Tertiary  *Primary  *None of these 

ix.  Pastoralists are _________________ Farmers 

*Cattle   *Fruit   *Vegetables  *Dry Fruits  

x.  _____________farming is practiced where artificial sources of irrigation are available  

*Humid  *Shifting  *Extensive  *Dry 

xi.  Eskimos are mostly located at __________________ 

*Siberia  *France  *Germany  *Japan 

xii.  In Construction, Paper Manufacturing, Gums & Glues _____________ is directly involved  

*Wood   *Iron   *Chemicals  *None of these.  

xiii. ________________ is the Fishing Capital of the world  

*Dhaka  *Florida  *Tokyo   *Paris 

xiv.  Deep sea fish is called ________________ 

*Demersal  *Pelagic  *Squid   *None of these 

xv.  Capital of Iran is _________________ 

       *Mashhad  *Tehran  *Mehran  *Zahedan  

xvi.  Pakistan has _______________ major mountain ranges  

       *Two   *Three   *Four   *Five   

xvii.  Floods in Pakistan mostly due to ____________________  

*Monsoon  *Both of these  *Western Depression *None of these 

xviii.   Artificial Forests of Pakistan _________________ 

       *Changa Manga    *Thal   *Kotri    *All of these 
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xix.  Soil is made of _____________ substances  

        *Rock   *Powder  *Chemicals   *All of these 

xx.  Karez system of irrigation is mostly used in ________________ 

       *Sindh   *Punjab  *KPK   *Baluchistan 

xxi.  _________________approach is the study of every particular topic  

*Regional  *Political   *Topical  *Subjective  

xxii.  _________________ lines are the parallel to Equator 

*Latitude  *Longitude  *None of these *Both of these 

xxiii.  The percentage of Salt Water & Fresh Water is ____________ % 

*10%   *25%   *100%   *30% 

xxiv.  The world population exceeds _______________ on 12
th

 March 2012  

*4 billion  *5 billion  *6 billion  *7 billion 

xxv.  _____________________ is also called Services Sector 

*Secondary  *Tertiary  *Primary  *None of these 

xxvi.  __________________ farming involved a large number of Labourers 

*Subsistence   *Shifting  *Intensive  *Extensive 

xxvii.  Eskimos are completely aware about _________________ 

*Daily Weather *Ice Condition  *Habits of Animals  *All of these 

xxviii.  Which of the following old River is full of fishes  

*Indus   *Amazon  *Rhine   *Nile 

xxix.  Pakistan has ____________ main Deserts  

*Three   *Four   *Five   *Six 

xxx.  __________________ has recorded world’s highest temperature in 2010 in Pakistan  

       *Sibbi   *Jacobabad  *Hyderabad  *Moen jo Daro 

xxxi.  Forests covered an area of _____________% of Punjab 

       *3.5   *2.7   *3.2   *2.1 

xxxii.  Which of the following is the source of irrigation? 

        *Canals  *Tube well  *Karez   *All of these 

xxxiii.  The Earth is the ______________ planet in distance, outward from the Sun 

*2
nd

   *4
th

   *3
rd

   *5
th

 

xxxiv.  All plant life in a particular region is called _______________ 

*Fauna   *Flora   *Vegetation   *None of these 

xxxv.  In I = P.A.T formula, T = _________________ 

*Total   *Technology  *Tangible   *None of these 

xxxvi.   __________________ cultivation is moving from one place to another place  

*Arable  *Pastoral  *Shifting  *Intensive 

xxxvii.  Mostly gathering activities are carried out in _________________ region  

*Tropical  *Temperature  *Both of these  *None of these 

xxxviii.  Reforestation means ______________ of trees/plants 

*Growing  *Seeding   *Cutting  *None of these 
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SECTION “B” (SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS) 
Q2.  Attempt any three part questions. All questions carry equal marks.     (15)  

Draw diagram where necessary. 

 

I. Differentiate between Commercial Geography & Economic Geography  

II. Write Advantages & Disadvantages of E Commerce  

III. Define Lumbering & Factors of Lumbering 

IV. Define Migration & its Advantages  

V. Define E.I.A & its Advantages  

VI. Write Functions of OPEC  

VII. Differentiate between Renewable & Non Renewable Energy  

VIII. Differentiate between Cash & Food Crops  

IX. Write Functions of Fertilizers  

 

Q3.  Attempt any two part questions. All questions carry equal marks.      (10) 

 

I. Differentiate between Weather & Climate 

II. Differentiate between Dam & Barrages  

III. Differentiate between Motorways & Highways  

IV. Describe Importance of Monsoon rainfall for Pakistan  

V. Write importance of Forests 

VI. Define NHA & its Functions  

VII. Describe about Makran Coastal Highway  

 

 

SECTION “C” (DETAILED ANSWER QUESTIONS) 
Q4.  Attempt any one part question.          (12) 

 

I. Describe Commercial Activities & their types. 

II. Describe about factors necessary for localization of an industry  

III. Describe about Cotton textile industry in the world  

IV. Describe about methods of Irrigation used in Pakistan  

V. Describe the reasons of high growth rate of Population in Pakistan  

 


